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 Vanda Scaravelli a pianist from Italy came to practise 
yoga through her love of the lightness and natural rhythm 
of music.  She was introduced to B.K.S. Iyengar  by  
violinist Yehudi Menuhin after the sudden death of her 
husband. As Vanda explains, Iyengar “was so kind as to 
give me a lesson in life each day as well.”. She was also a 
personal friend of J Krishnamurti , an Indian philosopher 
and many references in her book ‘Awakening the spine’ 
have echoes of his wisdom. 

Vanda discovered a way of practising asanas that encouraged 
the spine to awaken. She discovered that as  one ‘lets go’ into 
gravity,  tension is released from the body and a light and 
spacious opening and uplift happens. 

In this yoga, I invite you to connect with your deep places of 
well being;  to the joy of  rediscovering and restoring the 
natural inner rhythms, flow  and energy of the body.  Allowing 
this natural intelligence of the body to be revealed; finding 
greater pleasure and ease in the body.  

When the posture is no longer the goal, the practice takes on a 
whole new attitude.  The body responds to this new attitude by 
softening, opening and then the postures open to us.  Freedom 
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“Movement is the song of the 
body… this song  if you care 
to listen to it , is beauty. We 
could say  that it is part of 
nature.  We sing when we are 
happy and the body goes 
with it like waves in the sea”   
Vanda Scaravelli 

Scaravelli Inspired yoga 
with Julie - an intuitive practice
“Yoga must not be practised to control the body: it is the opposite, it 
must bring freedom to the body, all the freedom it needs”  V. Scaravelli 
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and strength of movement comes to us,  rather than coercing 
the body.

As we reconnect with parts and places in our body, there is an 
opportunity to ‘be with’  (mindfulness)  , notice how movement 
feels , meet our growing edges and go beyond our patterns in 
an atmosphere of patience and kindness. 

This yoga offers you the experience of being present in the 
journey of moving into the posture.   Of connecting to the 
deeper wisdom of the body allowing the body to show us more 
how to move intelligently and safely to find freedom. 
Widening, softening and undoing , finding more space. 

We learn to move from the spine ‘ Awakening the spine’ . 
Cultivating our relationship to the feeling of being grounded, 
like a tree with its roots going down. The lower part of the 
spine and the pelvis, legs and feet root with the force of gravity 
so that the upper spine, chest, shoulders, arms and hands in 
response can unfold and expand upwards and outwards like the 
branches of a tree.

Rediscovering the breathe and its relationship with the spine; 
noticing how the breathe and spine naturally and intelligently 
work together to create a health giving rhythm of their own 
without our interference.  The attentiveness of the breath 
allows us to find more space and undo.  The mind can get out 
of the way, letting go and seeing what happens.

There is then the possibility we might move effortlessly from 
the intelligence of the spine,  the body, our ‘self ’  or posture 
opening into lightness from the ground.

Meditation in movement 

|This Yoga offers you the chance to listen and cultivate 
awareness through your embodied experience of movement in 
the body.  The breathe and movement can help us to slow 
down, observe and allow the activity of the mind and find a 
non-reactive response from a place of stillness and space 
within, reconnecting with the intelligence of our embodied 
experience of life.  Inside the stillness we can begin to observe 
and acknowledge what is happening.  Noticing sensations in 
the body and being with all of these. Opening the way to sense 
a harmonious natural state of presence.

Movement arises from a spacious inner awareness.  Your own 
unique ‘posture’ opens like a flower.

By Julie Tucker 
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“it was only when I remained 
alone that I discovered a new 
world in this field, a world 
without aim and without 
competition, where the body can 
start again to function naturally 
and happily, allowing expansion 
to take place in space. “ 

vanda scaravelli  


